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LOOKING AHEAD
 “Thanks to our loyal customers, committed staff and the fact that we had a strong pre Covid-19

Balance Sheet Thermotec has come out of the worst of the pandemic crisis in good shape. We are

ready and able to continue providing quality products and service to our customers at competitive

prices” says Thermotec Managing Director, Rob Attard.

“The silver lining to the dark pandemic cloud is that we have used this period as an opportunity to

focus on extending the range of quality products we can offer our customers.

http://www.thermotec.com.au/


“Over the past 9 months we have embarked on an ambitious R&D program focused on new

formulations incorporating different polymers; increasing foam recycling capabilities and

utilisation; improving processing efficiencies and adding foam density and hardness options.

“Our focus remains on providing our customers with quality Australian Made products, top class

service and competitive pricing. Our R&D program plays a key part in achieving these objectives.

Coupled with other efforts we have made in the areas of process efficiencies, investment in new

plant, further investment in recycling and supply chain improvements. 

"Our focus remains
on providing our
customers with

quality Australian
made products."



Open cell direct extruded polymer sealant

backing rod.

Two meter length 4 Zero pipe insulation with

lower density and greater flexibility. 

Customised profiles designed to meet specific

customer requirements

Direct extruded joint filler (with or without self-

adhesive liner).

R-wool: rockwool foil faced preformed pipe

insulation suitable for applications to 650C

R-wool fire penetration kit: suitable for wall, floor

and ceiling cavity fire protection in buildings

NEW PRODUCTS

As a result of our R&D efforts we will see a range of

new Australian Made products being introduced over

the next few months including:

Other new insulation products currently being tested

by                                                                                                

 NATA approved laboratories and which are expected

to be  introduced shortly are:



20 MILLION NOODLES       
When Thermotec produced its first Pool Noodles some

20 years ago the consensus was that this would be

another toy with a life of two or three years. Pool

Noodles have in fact become a standard pool flotation

toy enjoyed by both children and adults. Beyond being

a fun pool toy our Pool Noodles are used in numerous

other pool applications including aqua exercises and

lane markers. Non-insulation applications range from

safety padding on building sites and kid’s playground

equipment to bike frame protection, playground

games markers and as flexible markers in horse

training.

NEW WEBSITE
      
Thermotec’s Marketing & Sales Manager, Steve Jovanovski, recently announced that

www.thermotec.com.au is now live.

“While our customers and specifiers found our previous website very helpful, we thought it

was time for a refresh. Our new website is cleaner, simpler and easier to navigate. It is also

designed for use on mobile devices which is more important than ever. We look forward to

any feedback”.

http://www.thermotec.com.au/


CUSTOM PROFILES      
Since inception Thermotec has specialised in partnering with customers to developing tailor

made profiles to meet customers’ specific needs. The Thermotec team’s technical know how

together with our proven track record for maintaining client confidentiality has enabled us

to produce customised profiles for manufacturers and product developers in a variety of

industries including protective packaging, furnishings, construction and flotation toys. 

According to Pearly Gan, Thermotec’s Customer Service Manager “A lot of enquiries for

customised foam profiles have their origin in a product developer having used our Pool

Noodles in their initial trial development and then realising we are a local manufacturer

approach us to see if we can produce a customised profile that meets their specific needs.”

“In addition to extruding specifically designed profiles Thermotec also has numerous

downstream converting capabilities including laminating, die cutting and slitting which

extends our ability to provide customers with exactly what they require although

customised extrusions are subject to agreed minimum runs as when extruding the first

meter is invariably the most expensive so a reasonable run is required to reduce the real

cost per unit of product” says Operations Manager, Mark Roser.

100 PERCENT RECYCLABLE 
      

Thermotec first installed a recycling plant back in 2000 which was able to recycle 90% of

both our own and customers returned post-consumer low-density polyethylene foam.

With the help of a federal government Trim Bin grant Thermotec has integrated a new

shredder and conveying system into its recycling process so that we can now recycle 100 %

of our own low-density polyethylene foam as well as uncontaminated recyclable LDPE

material recovered from customers.

“Our recycled foam is utilised in the manufacture of various insulation products that we

provide including our E-therm roof, wall and underfloor insulation as well as our 4Zero pipe

insulation” says Operations Manager Mark Roser.


